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Instrumentation/Equipment

Performer I
Performer II
Performer III

This works is for open instrumentation trio. Therefore, any collection of
three instruments able to adequately execute their respective part would be
appropriate for performance. Typically, the deciding factor is whether or
not the instrument can effectively control the microtonal glissandi and the
instrument's range.  

The premiere was given by Line Upon Line Percussion with each member
of  the trio playing a constructed monochord on top of  a differently sized
drum (snare, field, bass). The chord was made of  an extra thick electric
guitar  string.  The  pitch  was  modulated  using  a  glass  guitar  slide  and
activated using a bass bow. Please feel  free to contact  the composer if
interested in seeing the documentation to then construct  a monochord
setup for this work

Additional performances have been successful using violins and cellos for
some of  the parts. The use of  trombone, viola, double bass, slide guitar,
fret-less bass, etc. will likely be equally effective. 

Performance Notes

There are no separate or individual parts. Each player should read off  of
their own copy of  the full score.

Duration (approx.): 5 minutes and 30 seconds

Stems  connected  to  glissandi lines  are  used  merely  as  guides  to  help
indicate  the  meter  (i.e.  where  the  beat  is  in  relation to the  gesture).
Please do not accent these. Rather, re-articulate (if  necessary) freely and
staggered according to the demands of  the phrase.

Abruptly and aggressively stop/mute the string vibration with the 
left hand.

Vibrato  without  articulation.  In  other  words,  left  hand  vibrato
without bowing. The effect should be a nuanced, ghostly sound. 

Note: Excessive vibrato motion may, at times depending on the
instrument, be necessary to produce this effect.

Ct. (cents) are used for indicating the interval range of  the pitch
band(s).

Suggested setup
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Included below are the items you may use for construction of  the percussion monochord instrument(s). Any, all, or none of  the performers for the trio
may choose to utilize a monochord instrument. It is also possible to substitute some of  these listed items with other equipment and achieve an equally
valid, desirable monochord instrument. The listed items were utilized in the monochord trio constructed for the premiere performance with Line Upon
Line Percussion. 

Please note:

This monochord preparation is non-destructive!

Performer I

Snare drum

*Guitar string with a thickness between 20
– 34mm

*Guitar slide, preferably made of  glass

*2 Neewer® C-style Drum Microphone 
Set Clamps Shockproof  Clip Mount 
Holder for 6"/15.2cm to 18"/45.7cm 
Diameter Drums, Black

*Small wooden block to use as a bridge

Bow, preferably a double bass bow

Performer II

Floor tom

*Guitar string with a thickness between 34
– 46mm

*Guitar slide, preferably made of  glass

*2 Neewer® C-style Drum Microphone 
Set Clamps Shockproof  Clip Mount 
Holder for 6"/15.2cm to 18"/45.7cm 
Diameter Drums, Black

*Small wooden block to use as a bridge

Bow, preferably a double bass bow

Performer III*

Bass drum

*Guitar string with a thickness between 46
– 60mm

*Guitar slide, preferably made of  glass

*2 Neewer® C-style Drum Microphone 
Set Clamps Shockproof  Clip Mount 
Holder for 6"/15.2cm to 18"/45.7cm 
Diameter Drums, Black

*Small wooden block to use as a bridge

Bow, preferably a double bass bow

* = Please contact composer for these items. 
























